
Important Decentralization Movements
There are a number of primary currents in the decentralization movement. These are important 

social services that meet common human needs. Currently, these needs are generally met by centralized 
services, so we must develop distributed collective systems which can meet the same needs.

Decentralized Agriculture (Permaculturists’ Guild)
Food political conditions may determine the ability of a community to feed itself. Decentralized 

agriculture seeks to promote food autonomy and universal distribution of high-quality food. A 
decentralized agriculture information network would route food and education needs to appropriate 
resources. Research farms provide food, good work, retreats, and act as education centers for organic 
autonomous permaculture.

Post-Facebook Distributed Social Media (Hackers’ Guild)
Facebook is a privately-owned big data advertizing platform. Until the Earth’s population can 

communicate through secure interpersonal channels, we will be vulnerable to big data-based statistical 
governance by private managers of public opinion. Hackers everywhere dreams of a fully 
decentralized, peer-to-peer social networking app. This post-Facebook platform will be open-source, 
trust-based, and will support an ecosystem of cryptotech.

Decentralized Printing Press & Publishing Company (Librarians’ & Writers’ Guild)
The inequalities and authority issues in publishing companies, privately-owned journals, and 

university systems of authorial and audience/readership supply and enforcement (through reference 
chains and centralized fields) have long been a target of learned readers and authors. By establishing 
decentralized printing presses, available for anyone to print books and other documents from, we can 
establish a new, more personal age of peer-to-peer reading and writing.

Decentralized Autonomous Detective Agency (DADA) & Decentralized Autonomous Spy 
Education & Intelligence Network (DASEIN) (Warriors’ Guild)

By checking-in evidence to the public blockchain, public investigators can crowdsource the 
building of a case against a perpetrator. Public detectives might use this platform to investigate corrupt 
government or corporate actions. Using technologies like the Corridor and Post-Facebook, we can 
build a decentralized “spy agency” to route important tactical information to the most decentralizing 
Agency available.

Decentralized Philosophy & Pan-Religious Education Network (Teachers’, Wizards’, Shamans’, 
& Librarians’ Guilds)

A growing movement of teachers, as well as pagans, feminists, and others opposed to coercive 
patriarchal education are forming increasingly-efficient decentralized and online networks of peer-to-
peer education. These networks already rival universities in the quality of their education, and a 
tightening network of esoteric schools spread increasingly high-quality education in religion and self-
actualization.

Decentralized Tech Support & Linux Evangelism Project (Hackers’ Guild)
This decentralized “department” provides active tech support, technology education, and 

upgrade outreach and support to the public. They will help anyone set up a computer with open-source 
software and onboard them to programming or using technology in other ways.


